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SHSU Graduate School Oral Defense Announcement Form
As stated in the Graduate Catalog and Academic Calendar, a public defense, that is open to the University 

community, is required by all thesis/dissertation track graduate students. The Graduate School supports and 
encourages the work that graduate students put into their research. The purpose of the public defense announcement 

is to promote and inform the SHSU community of graduate research and the successful completion of theses/
dissertations. This form is to get information on graduate students' research, career aspirations and any other 

informations that students would like to share in conjunction with the announcement form below. The information 
provided on the first page will be posted on the Graduate School's web page and is optional. Please fill out the formal 

announcement in its entirety on the second page. Complete this form at least two weeks prior to your defense. 

Please describe your experience completing your degree program?

What are your career aspirations and plans after graduation. 

**If you would like to add a photograph of yourself, please attach it to the email with this form. 
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	Text24: Juan F. Jimenez
	Text25: 03/09/2021
	Text26: 10:00
	Text27: https://shsu.zoom.us/j/83046791082
	Text28: College of Education, Department of Educational Leadership
	Text29: Dissertation Defense
	Text30: CURRENT PRACTICES IN DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE LEARNING CENTER SPACES IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
	Text31: Nara M. Martirosyan, EdD
D. Patrick Saxon, EdD
Ricardo Montelongo, PhD
	Text32: This qualitative case study was conducted to understand the process learning center administrators used in the creation or remodeling of a learning center space at a 2-year college system in the Midwest.  Participants of the study were learning center directors, facilities, information technology, or administrator team members.  Data were collected through interviews, which were transcribed and analyzed using first- and second-cycle coding to conduct a within-case analysis.  The results of the within-case analysis were used to conduct a cross-case analysis.  Themes emerged from the process used to create or remodel a learning center: which were needs assessment, coalition, implementation, and additional changes.  The emergent themes from the extent to which learning center administrators considered pedagogy, space, and technology in their learning center designs were instructional, space, and technology considerations.  Based on the findings of the study, implications for practice and recommendations for further research are shared.
	Text3: Completing this degree program was one of the most challenging academic experiences I had. However, it was made better through the cohort members who I now call friends and colleagues. It was also an extremely supportive environment nurtured by our professors. I am truly appreciative of Dr. Nara Martirosyan, who was so good at being supportive and challenging me through the dissertation process. I am a full-time associate dean and serve on four different local, state, or national boards while trying to also be a parent. I recognize how much I have grown through this process and this program.
	Text4: I plan on continuing my work at my current institution as an associate dean. As for the future, whether it is a return to the classroom or continuing in my administrative path, I know I will be prepared to do my absolute best to support students, faculty, and staff through their educational and life journeys.
	Text5: EdD, Developmental Education Administration


